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PACEMAKER
Avoiding HeART attacks in storage clusters with disk-adaptive redundancy

1

Introduction

Distributed storage systems use data redundancy to protect data in the face of disk failures [13, 15, 56]. While it
provides resilience, redundancy imposes significant cost overhead. Most large-scale systems today erasure code most of
the data stored, instead of replicating, which helps to reduce
the space overhead well below 100% [13, 24, 44, 48, 62, 67].
Despite this, space overhead remains a key concern in largescale systems since it directly translates to an increase in
the number of disks and the associated increase in capital,
operating and energy costs [13, 24, 44, 48].
Storage clusters are made up of disks from a
mix of makes/models acquired over time, and different
makes/models have highly varying failure rates [27, 32, 41].
Despite that, storage clusters employ a “one-size-fits-all-disks”
approach to choosing redundancy levels, without considering
failure rate differences among disks. Hence, space overhead
is often inflated by overly conservative redundancy levels,
chosen to ensure sufficient protection for the most failureprone disks in the cluster. Although tempting, the overhead
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(a) Transition IO for HeART [27] on Google Cluster1.
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Data redundancy provides resilience in large-scale storage
clusters, but imposes significant cost overhead. Substantial
space-savings can be realized by tuning redundancy schemes
to observed disk failure rates. However, prior design proposals for such tuning are unusable in real-world clusters, because
the IO load of transitions between schemes overwhelms the
storage infrastructure (termed transition overload).
This paper analyzes traces for millions of disks from production systems at Google, NetApp, and Backblaze to expose
and understand transition overload as a roadblock to diskadaptive redundancy: transition IO under existing approaches
can consume 100% cluster IO continuously for several weeks.
Building on the insights drawn, we present PACEMAKER, a
low-overhead disk-adaptive redundancy orchestrator. PACE MAKER mitigates transition overload by (1) proactively organizing data layouts to make future transitions efficient, and
(2) initiating transitions proactively in a manner that avoids
urgency while not compromising on space-savings. Evaluation of PACEMAKER with traces from four large (110K–450K
disks) production clusters show that the transition IO requirement decreases to never needing more than 5% cluster IO
bandwidth (0.2–0.4% on average). PACEMAKER achieves
this while providing overall space-savings of 14–20% and
never leaving data under-protected. We also describe and
experiment with an integration of PACEMAKER into HDFS.
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Figure 1: Fraction of total cluster IO bandwidth needed to use diskadaptive redundancy for a Google storage cluster’s first three years.
The state-of-the-art proposal [27] shown in (a) would require up
to 100% of the cluster bandwidth for extended periods, whereas
PACEMAKER shown in (b) always fits its IO under a cap (5%). The
light gray region shows the disk count (right Y-axis) over time.

cannot be removed by using very “wide” codes (which can
provide high reliability with low storage overhead) for all
data, due to the prohibitive reconstruction cost induced by
the most failure-prone disks (more details in § 2). An exciting alternative is to dynamically adapt redundancy choices
to observed failure rates (AFRs)1 for different disks, which
recent proposals suggest could substantially reduce the space
overhead [27].
Adapting redundancy involves dynamic transitioning of
redundancy schemes, because AFRs must be learned from
observation of deployed disks and because AFRs change over
time due to disk aging. Changing already encoded data from
one redundancy scheme to another, for example from an erasure code with parameters k1 -of-n1 to k2 -of-n2 (where k-of-n
denotes k data chunks and n − k parity chunks; more details in § 2), can be exorbitantly IO intensive. Existing designs for disk-adaptive redundancy are rendered unusable by
overwhelming bursts of urgent transition IO when applied to
real-world storage clusters. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 1a,
our analyses of production traces show extended periods of
needing 100% of the cluster’s IO bandwidth for transitions.
We refer to this as the transition overload problem. At its
core, transition overload occurs whenever an observed AFR
increase for a subset of disks requires too much urgent transition IO in order to keep data safe. Existing designs for
1 AFR

describes the expected fraction of disks that experience failure in a
typical year.
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disk-adaptive redundancy perform redundancy transitions as
a reaction to AFR changes. Since prior designs are reactive,
for an increase in AFR, the data is already under-protected
by the time the transition to increase redundancy is issued.
And it will continue to be under-protected until that transition
completes. For example, around 2019-09 in Fig. 1a, data was
under-protected for over a month, even though the entire cluster’s IO bandwidth was used solely for redundancy transitions.
Simple rate-limiting to reduce urgent bursts of IO would only
exacerbate this problem causing data-reliability goals to be
violated for even longer.
To understand the causes of transition overload and inform
solutions, we analyse multi-year deployment and failure logs
for over 5.3 million disks from Google, NetApp and Backblaze. Two common transition overload patterns are observed.
First, sometimes disks are added in tens or hundreds over
time, which we call trickle deployments. A statistically confident AFR observation requires thousands of disks. Thus, by
the time it is known that AFR for a specific make/model and
age is too high for the redundancy used, the oldest thousands
of that make/model will be past that age. At that point, all of
those disks need immediate transition. Second, sometimes
disks are added in batches of many thousands, which we call
step deployments. Steps have sufficient disks for statistically
confident AFR estimation. However, when a step reaches an
age where the AFR is too high for the redundancy used, all
disks of the step need immediate transition.
This paper introduces PACEMAKER, a new disk-adaptive redundancy orchestration system that exploits insights from the
aforementioned analyses to eliminate the transition overload
problem. PACEMAKER proactively organizes data layouts to
enable efficient transitions for each deployment pattern, reducing total transition IO by over 90%. Indeed, by virtue of its
reduced total transition IO, PACEMAKER can afford to use extra transitions to reap increased space-savings. PACEMAKER
also proactively initiates anticipated transitions sufficiently
in advance that the resulting transition IO can be rate-limited
without placing data at risk. Fig. 1b provides a peek into the
final result: PACEMAKER achieves disk-adaptive redundancy
with substantially less total transition IO and never exceeds a
specified transition IO cap (5% in the graph).
We evaluate PACEMAKER using logs containing all disk
deployment, failure, and decommissioning events from four
production storage clusters: three 160K–450K-disk Google
clusters and a ≈110K-disk cluster used for the Backblaze
Internet backup service [4]. On all four clusters, PACEMAKER
provides disk-adaptive redundancy while using less than 0.4%
of cluster IO bandwidth for transitions on average, and never
exceeding the specified rate limit (e.g., 5%) on IO bandwidth.
Yet, despite its proactive approach, PACEMAKER loses less
than 3% of the space-savings as compared to to an idealized
system with perfectly-timed and instant transitions. Specifically, PACEMAKER provides 14–20% average space-savings
compared to a one-size-fits-all-disks approach, without ever
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failing to meet the target data reliability and with no transition overload. We note that this is substantial savings for
large-scale systems, where even a single-digit space-savings
is worth the engineering effort. For example, in aggregate,
the four clusters would need ≈200K fewer disks.
We also implement PACEMAKER in HDFS, demonstrating that PACEMAKER’s mechanisms fit into an existing
cluster storage system with minimal changes. Complementing our longitudinal evaluation using traces from large
scale clusters, we report measurements of redundancy transitions in PACEMAKER-enhanced HDFS via small-scale
cluster experiments. Prototype of HDFS with Pacemaker
is open-sourced and is available at https://github.com/
thesys-lab/pacemaker-hdfs.git.
This paper makes five primary contributions. First, it
demonstrates that transition overload is a roadblock that precludes use of previous disk-adaptive redundancy proposals.
Second, it presents insights into the sources of transition
overload from longitudinal analyses of deployment and failure logs for 5.3 million disks from three large organizations.
Third, it describes PACEMAKER’s novel techniques, designed
based on insights drawn from these analyses, for safe diskadaptive redundancy without transition overload. Fourth, it
evaluates PACEMAKER’s policies for four large real-world
storage clusters, demonstrating their effectiveness for a range
of deployment and disk failure patterns. Fifth, it describes integration of and experiments with PACEMAKER’s techniques
in HDFS, demonstrating their feasibility, functionality, and
ease of integration into a cluster storage implementation.

2

Whither disk-adaptive redundancy

Cluster storage systems and data reliability. Modern
storage clusters scale to huge capacities by combining up
to hundreds of thousands of storage devices into a single storage system [15, 56, 63]. In general, there is a metadata service
that tracks data locations (and other metadata) and a large
number of storage servers that each have up to tens of disks.
Data is partitioned into chunks that are spread among the
storage servers/devices. Although hot/warm data is now often
stored on Flash SSDs, cost considerations lead to the majority
of data continuing to be stored on mechanical disks (HDDs)
for the foreseeable future [6, 7, 54]. For the rest of the paper,
any reference to a “device” or “disk” implies HDDs.
Disk failures are common and storage clusters use data
redundancy to protect against irrecoverable data loss in the
face of disk failures [4,15,24,41,43,44,48]. For hot data, often
replication is used for performance benefits. But, for most
bulk and colder data, cost considerations have led to the use of
erasure coding schemes. Under a k-of-n coding scheme, each
set of k data chunks are coupled with n-k “parity chunks” to
form a “stripe”. A k-of-n scheme provides tolerance to (n−k)
failures with a space overhead of nk . Thus, erasure coding
achieves substantially lower space overhead for tolerating a
given number of failures. Schemes like 6-of-9 and 10-of-14
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are commonly used in real-world deployments [13, 43, 44,
48]. Under erasure coding, additional work is involved in
recovering from a device failure. To reconstruct a lost chunk,
k remaining chunks from the stripe must be read.
The redundancy scheme selection problem. The reliability of data stored redundantly is often quantified as mean-timeto-data-loss (MTTDL) [17], which essentially captures the
average time until more than the tolerated number of chunks
are lost. MTTDL is calculated using the disks’ AFR and its
mean-time-to-repair (MTTR).
Large clusters are built over time, and hence usually consist
of a mix of disks belonging to multiple makes/models depending on which options were most cost effective at each time.
AFR values vary significantly between makes/models and
disks of different ages [27, 32, 41, 50]. Since disks have different AFRs, computing MTTDL of a candidate redundancy
scheme for a large-scale storage cluster is often difficult.
The MTTDL equations can still be used to guide decisions,
as long as a sufficiently high AFR value is used. For example, if the highest AFR value possible for any deployed
make/model at any age is used, the computed MTTDL will
be a lower bound. So long as the lower bound on MTTDL
meets the target MTTDL, the data is adequately reliable. Unfortunately, the range of possible AFR values in a large storage cluster is generally quite large (over an order of magnitude) [27, 32, 41, 52]. Since the overall average is closer to the
lower end of the AFR range, the highest AFR value is a conservative over-estimate for most disks. The resulting MTTDLs
are thus loose lower bounds, prompting decision-makers to
use a one-size-fits-all scheme with excessive redundancy leading to wasted space.
Using wide schemes with large number of parities (e.g.,
30-of-36) can achieve the desired MTTDL while keeping
the storage overhead low enough to make disk-adaptive redundancy appear not worth the effort. But, while this might
seem like a panacea, wide schemes in high-AFR regimes
cause significant increase in failure reconstruction IO traffic.
The failure reconstruction IO is derived by multiplying the
AFR with the number of data chunks in each stripe. Thus,
if either of these quantities are excessively high, or both are
moderately high, it can lead to overwhelmingly high failure
reconstruction IO. In addition, wide schemes also result in
higher tail latencies for individual disk reconstructions because of having to read from many more disks. Combined,
these reasons prevent use of wide schemes for all data all the
time from being a viable solution for most systems.
Disk-adaptive redundancy. Since the problem arises
from using a single AFR value, a promising alternative is
to adapt redundancy for subsets of disks with similar AFRs.
A recent proposal, heterogeneity-aware redundancy tuner
(HeART) [27], suggests treating subsets of deployed disks
with different AFR characteristics differently. Specifically,
HeART adapts redundancy of each disk by observing its fail-
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ure rate on the fly2 depending on its make/model and its current age. It is well known that AFR of disks follow a “bathtub”
shape with three distinct phases of life: AFR is high in “infancy” (1-3 months), low and stable during its “useful life”
(3-5 years), and high during the “wearout” (a few months before decommissioning). HeART uses a default (one-size-fitsall) redundancy scheme for each new disk’s infancy. It then
dynamically changes the redundancy to a scheme adapted to
the observed useful life AFR for that disk’s make/model, and
then dynamically changes back to the default scheme at the
end of useful life. The per-make/model useful life redundancy
schemes typically have much lower space overhead than the
default scheme. This suggests the ability to maintain target
MTTDL with many fewer disks (i.e., lower cost).
Although exciting, the design of HeART overlooks a crucial element: the IO cost associated with changing the redundancy schemes. Changing already encoded data under one
erasure code to another can be exorbitantly IO intensive. Indeed, our evaluation of HeART on real-world storage cluster
logs reveal extended periods where data safety is at risk and
where 100% cluster IO bandwidth is consumed for scheme
changes. We call this problem transition overload.
An enticing solution that might appear to mitigate transition
overload is to adapt redundancy schemes only by removing
parities in low-AFR regimes and adding parities in high-AFR
regimes. While this solution eliminates transition IO when reducing the level of redundancy, it does only marginally better
when redundancy needs to be increased, because new parity
creation cannot avoid reading all data chunks from each stripe.
What makes this worse is that transitions that increase redundancy are time-critical, since delaying them would miss the
MTTDL target and leave the data under-protected. Moreover,
addition / removal of a parity chunk massively changes the
stripe’s MTTDL compared to addition / removal of a data
chunk. For example, a 6-of-9 MTTDL is 10000× higher
than 6-of-8 MTTDL, but is only 1.5× higher than 7-of-10
MTTDL. AFR changes would almost never be large enough
to safely remove a parity, given default schemes like 6-of9, eliminating almost all potential benefits of disk-adaptive
redundancy.
This paper analyzes disk deployment and failure data from
large-scale production clusters to discover sources of transition overload and informs the design of a solution. It then describes and evaluates PACEMAKER, which realizes the dream
of safe disk-adaptive redundancy without transition overload.

3

Longitudinal production trace analyses

This section presents an analysis of multi-year disk reliability logs and deployment characteristics of 5.3 million
HDDs, covering over 60 makes/models from real-world environments. Key insights presented here shed light on the
2 Although it may be tempting to use AFR values taken from manufacturer’s specifications, several studies have shown that failure rates observed
in practice often do not match those [41, 50, 52].
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Figure 2: (a) AFR spread for over 50 makes/models from NetApp binned by the age of the oldest disk. Each box corresponds to a unique
make/model, and at least 10000 disks of each make/model were observed (outlier AFR values omitted). (b) Distribution of AFR calculated
over consecutive non-overlapping six-month periods for NetApp disks, showing the gradual rise of AFR with age (outliers omitted). (c)
Approximation of useful life length for NetApp disks for 1-5 consecutive phases of useful life and three different tolerance levels.

sources of transition overload and challenges / opportunities
for a robust disk-adaptive redundancy solution.
The data. Our largest dataset comes from NetApp and contains information about disks deployed in filers (file servers).
Each filer reports the health of each disk periodically (typically once a fortnight) using their AutoSupport [29] system.
We analyzed the data for a subset of their deployed disks,
which included over 50 makes/models and over 4.3 million
disks total. As observed in previous studies [27, 41, 50], we
observe well over an order of magnitude difference between
the highest and lowest useful-life AFRs (see Fig. 2a).
Our other datasets come from large storage clusters deployed at Google and the Backblaze Internet backup service.
Although the basic disk characteristics (e.g., AFR heterogeneity and its behavior discussed below) are similar to the NetApp
dataset, these datasets also capture the evolution and behavior
in our target context (large-scale storage clusters), and thus
are also used in the evaluation detailed in (§7). The particular
Google clusters were selected based on their longitudinal data
availability, but were not otherwise screened for favorability.
For each cluster, the multi-year log records (daily) all disk
deployment, failure, and decommissioning events from birth
of the cluster until the date of the log snapshot. Google
Cluster1’s disk population over three years included ≈350K
disks of 7 makes/models. Google Cluster2’s population over
2.5 years included ≈450K disks of 4 makes/models. Google
Cluster3’s population over 3 years included ≈160K disks of
3 makes/models. The Backblaze cluster’s population since
2013 included ≈110K disks of 7 makes/models.

3.1

Causes of transition overload

Disk deployment patterns. We observe disk deployments
occurring in two distinct patterns, which we label trickle
and step. Trickle-deployed disks are added to a cluster frequently (weekly or even daily) over time by the tens and
hundreds. For example, the slow rise in disk count seen
between 2018-01 and 2018-07 in Fig. 1 represents a series
of trickle-deployments. In contrast, a step-deployment introduces many thousands of disks into the cluster “at once” (over
a span of a few days), followed by potentially months of no
new step-deployments. The sharp rises in disk count around
2017-12 and 2019-11 in Fig. 1 represent step-deployments.
A given cluster may be entirely trickle-deployed (like the
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Backblaze cluster), entirely step-deployed (like Google Cluster2), or a mix of the two (like Google Cluster1 and Cluster3).
Disks of a step are typically of the same make/model.
Learning AFR curves online. Disk-adaptive redundancy
involves learning the AFR curve for each make/model by
observing failures among deployed disks of that make/model.
Because AFR is a statistical measure, the larger the population
of disks observed at a given age, the lower is the uncertainty
in the calculated AFR at that age. We have found that a
few thousand disks need to be observed to obtain sufficiently
accurate AFR measurements.
Transition overload for trickle-deployed disks. Since
trickle-deployed disks are deployed in tiny batches over time,
several months can pass before the required number of disks
of a new make/model are past any given age. Thus, by the
time the required number of disks can be observed at the age
that is eventually identified as having too-high an AFR and
requiring increased redundancy, data on the older disks will
have been left under-protected for months. And, the thousands
of already-older disks need to be immediately transitioned to
a stronger redundancy scheme, together with the newest disks
to reach that age. This results in transition overload.
Transition overload for step-deployed disks. Assuming that they are of the same make/model, a batch of stepdeployed disks will have the same age and AFR, and indeed
represent a large enough population for confident learning of
the AFR curve as they age. But, this means that all of those
disks will reach AFR values together, as they age. So, when
their AFR rises to the point where the redundancy must be
increased to keep data safe, all of the disks must transition
together to the new safer redundancy scheme. Worse, if they
are the first disks of the given make/model deployed in the
cluster, which is often true in the clusters studied, then the system adapting the redundancy will learn of the need only when
the age in question is reached. At that point, all data stored
on the entire batch of disks is unsafe and needs immediate
transitioning. This results in transition overload.

3.2

Informing a solution

Analyzing the disk logs has exposed a number of observations that provide hope and guide the design of PACEMAKER.
The AFR curves we observed deviate substantially from the
canonical representation where infancy and wearout periods
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are identically looking and have high AFR values, and AFR
in useful life is flat and low throughout.
AFRs rise gradually over time with no clear wearout.
AFR curves generally exhibit neither a flat useful life phase
nor a sudden transition to so-called wearout. Rather, in general, it was observed that AFR curves rise gradually as a
function of disk age. Fig. 2b shows the gradual rise in AFR
over six month periods of disk lifetimes. Each box represents
the AFR of disks whose age corresponds to the six-month
period denoted along the X-axis. AFR curves for individual makes/models (e.g., Figs. 5b and 5d) are consistent with
this aggregate illustration. Importantly, none of the over
60 makes/models from Google, Backblaze and NetApp displayed sudden onset of wearout.
Gradual increases in AFR, rather than sudden onset of
wearout, suggests that one could anticipate a step-deployed
batch of disks approaching an AFR threshold. This is one
foundation on which PACEMAKER’s proactive transitioning
approach rests.
Useful life could have multiple phases. Given the gradual rise of AFRs, useful life can be decomposed into multiple,
piece-wise constant phases. Fig. 2c shows an approximation
of the length of useful life when multiple phases are considered. Each box in the figure represents the distribution over
different make/models of the approximate length of useful life.
Useful life is approximated by considering the longest period
of time which can be decomposed into multiple consecutive
phases (number of phases indicated by the bottom X-axis)
such that the ratio between the maximum and minimum AFR
in each phase is under a given tolerance level (indicated by
the top X-axis). The last box indicates the distribution over
make/models of the age of the oldest disk, which is an upper bound to the length of useful life. As shown by Fig. 2c,
the length of useful life can be significantly extended (for all
tolerance levels) by considering more than one phase. Furthermore, the data show that a small number of phases suffice
in practice, as the approximate length of useful life changes
by little when considering four or more phases.
Infancy often short-lived. Disks may go through (potentially) multiple rounds of so-called “burn-in” testing. The first
tests may happen at the manufacturer’s site. There may be
additional burn-in tests done at the deployment site allowing
most of the infant mortality to be captured before the disk is
deployed in production. For the NetApp and Google disks,
we see the AFR drop sharply and plateau by 20 days for most
of the makes/models. In contrast, the Backblaze disks display
a slightly longer and higher AFR during infancy, which can
be directly attributed to their less aggressive on-site burn-in.
PACEMAKER ’s design is heavily influenced from these
learnings, as will be explained in the next section.

4

Design goals

PACEMAKER is an IO efficient redundancy orchestrator
for storage clusters that support disk-adaptive redundancy.
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Term

Definition

Dgroup
Transition
RDn transition
RUp transition
peak-IO-cap
Rgroup

Group of disks of the same make/model.
The act of changing the redundancy scheme.
Transition to a lower level of redundancy.
Transition to a higher level of redundancy.
IO bandwidth cap for transitions.
Group of disks using the same redundancy
with placement restricted to the group of disks.
Rgroup using the default one-scheme-fits-all
redundancy used in storage clusters today.
Disks that are a part of Rgroup0.
Disks that are not part of Rgroup0.
First few thousand disks of a trickle-deployed
Dgroup used to learn AFR curve.
Max AFR for which redundancy scheme meets
reliability constraint.
The AFR threshold crossing which triggers
an RUp transition for step-deployed disks.

Rgroup0
Unspecialized disks
Specialized disks
Canary disks
Tolerated-AFR
Threshold-AFR

Table 1: Definitions of PACEMAKER’s terms.

Before going into the design goals for PACEMAKER, we first
chronicle a disk’s lifecycle, introducing the terminology that
will be used in the rest of the paper (defined in Table 1).
Disk lifecycle under PACEMAKER. Throughout its life,
each disk under PACEMAKER simultaneously belongs to a
Dgroup and an Rgroup. There are as many Dgroups in a
cluster as there are unique disk makes/models. Rgroups on
the other hand are a function of redundancy schemes and
placement restrictions. Each Rgroup has an associated redundancy scheme, and its data (encoded stripes) must reside
completely within that Rgroup’s disks. Multiple Rgroups can
use the same redundancy scheme, but no stripe may span
across Rgroups. The Dgroup of a disk never changes, but a
disk may transition through multiple Rgroups during its lifetime. At the time of deployment (or “birth”), the disk belongs
to Rgroup0, and is termed as an unspecialized disk. Disks
in Rgroup0 use the default redundancy scheme, i.e. the conservative one-scheme-fits-all scheme used in storage clusters
that do not have disk-adaptive redundancy. The redundancy
scheme employed for a disk (and hence its Rgroup) changes
via transitions. The first transition any disk undergoes is an
RDn transition. A RDn transition changes the disk’s Rgroup
to one with lower redundancy, i.e. more optimized for space.
Whenever the disk departs from Rgroup0, it is termed as a
specialized disk. Disks depart from Rgroup0 at the end of
their infancy. Since infancy is short-lived (§3.2), PACEMAKER
only considers one RDn transition for each disk.
The first RDn transition occurs at the start of the disk’s
useful life, and marks the start of its specialization period.
As explained in §3.2, a disk may experience multiple useful
life phases. PACEMAKER performs a transition at the start
of each useful life phase. After the first (and only) RDn
transition, each subsequent transition is an RUp transition.
An RUp transition changes the disk’s Rgroup to one with
higher redundancy, i.e. less optimized for space, but the disk
is still considered a specialized disk unless the Rgroup that
the disk is being RUp transitioned to is Rgroup0. The space-
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Disk health
monitoring service

PACEMAKER
Proactivetransition-initiator
new AFR, disks
old AFR

failure data
AFR curve learner

Change point
detector

Rgroup-planner
new Rgroup,
disks

disk failures

PACEMAKER Metadata config data

deployment,

FS Metadata
service

placement changes

savings (and thus cost-savings) associated with disk-adaptive
redundancy are proportional to the fraction of life the disks
remain specialized for.
Key decisions. To adapt redundancy throughout a disk’s
lifecycle as chronicled above, three key decisions related to
transitions must be made
1. When should the disks transition?
2. Which Rgroup should the disks transition to?
3. How should the disks transition?
Constraints. The above decisions need to be taken such
that a set of constraints are met. An obvious constraint, central to any storage system, is that of data reliability. The
reliability constraint mandates that all data must always meet
a predefined target MTTDL. Another important constraint
is the failure reconstruction IO constraint. This constraint
bounds the IO spent on data reconstruction of failed disks,
which as explained in §2 is proportional to AFR and scheme
width. This is why wide schemes cannot be used for all disks
all the time, but they can be used for low-AFR regimes of
disk lifetimes (as discussed in §2).
Existing approaches to disk-adaptive redundancy make
their decisions on the basis of only these constraints [27], but
fail to consider the equally important IO caused by redundancy transitions. Ignoring this causes the transition overload
problem, which proves to be a show-stopper for disk-adaptive
redundancy systems. PACEMAKER treats transition IO as
a first class citizen by taking it into account for each of its
three key decisions. As such, PACEMAKER enforces carefully
designed constraints on transition IO as well.
Designing IO constraints on transitions. Apart from
serving foreground IO requests, a storage cluster performs
numerous background tasks like scrubbing and load balancing [5,38,49]. Redundancy management is also a background
task. In current storage clusters, redundancy management
tasks predominantly consist of performing data redundancy
(e.g. replicating or encoding data) and reconstructing data
of failed or otherwise unavailable disks. Disk-adaptive redundancy systems add redundancy transitions to the list of
IO-intensive background tasks.
There are two goals for background tasks: Goal 1: they
are not too much work, and Goal 2: they interfere as little as
possible with foreground IO. PACEMAKER applies two IO
constraints on background transition tasks to achieve these
goals: (1) average-IO constraint and (2) peak-IO constraint.
The average-IO constraint achieves Goal 1 by allowing storage administrators to specify a cap on the fraction of the IO
bandwidth of a disk that can be used for transitions over its
lifetime. For example, if a disk can transition in 1 day using
100% of its IO bandwidth, then an average-IO constraint of
1% would mean that the disk will transition at most once every
100 days. The peak-IO constraint achieves Goal 2 by allowing
storage administrators to specify the peak rate (defined as the
peak-IO-cap) at which transitions can occur so as to limit
their interference with foreground traffic. Continuing the pre-

Transition-executor
rate limit, IO
Rate-limiter

IO
P

P

P

P

Figure 3: PACEMAKER architecture.

vious example, if the peak-IO-cap is set at 5%, the disk that
would have taken 1 day to transition at 100% IO bandwidth
would now take at least 20 days. The average-IO constraint
and the peak-IO-cap can be configured based on how busy the
cluster is. For example, a cluster designed for data archival
would have a lower foreground traffic, compared to a cluster
designed for serving ads or recommendations. Thus, lowtraffic clusters can set a higher peak-IO-cap resulting in faster
transitions and potentially increased space-savings.
Design goals. The key design goals are to answer the three
questions related to transitions such that the space-savings are
maximized and the following constraints are met: (1) reliability constraint on all data all the time, (2) failure reconstruction
IO constraint on all disks all the time, (3) peak-IO constraint
on all disks all the time, and (4) average-IO constraint on all
disks over time.

5

Design of PACEMAKER

Fig. 3 shows the high level architecture of PACEMAKER
and how it interacts with some other components of a storage
cluster. The three main components of PACEMAKER correspond to the three key decisions that the system makes as
discussed in §4. The first main component of PACEMAKER
is the proactive-transition-initiator (§5.1), which determines
when to transition disks using the AFR curves and the disk
deployment information. The information of the transitioning disks and their observed AFR is passed to the Rgroupplanner (§5.2), which chooses the Rgroup to which the disks
should transition. The Rgroup-planner passes the information of the transitioning disks and the target Rgroup to the
transition-executor (§5.3). The transition-executor addresses
how to transition the disks to the planned Rgroup in the most
IO-efficient way.
Additionally, PACEMAKER also maintains its own metadata and a simple rate-limiter. PACEMAKER metadata interacts with all of PACEMAKER’s components and also the
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storage cluster’s metadata service. It maintains various configuration settings of a PACEMAKER installation along with
the disk deployment information that guides transition decisions. The rate-limiter rate-limits the IO load generated
by any transition as per administrator specified limits. Other
cluster components external-to-PACEMAKER that inform it
are the AFR curve learner and the change point detector. As
is evident from their names, these components learn the AFR
curve3 of each Dgroup and identify change points for redundancy transitions. The AFR curve learner receives failure
data from the disk health monitoring service, which monitors
the disk fleet and maintains their vitals.

5.1

Proactive-transition-initiator

Proactive-transition-initiator’s role is to determine when
to transition the disks. Below we explain PACEMAKER’s
methodology for making this decision for the two types of
transitions (RDn and RUp) and the two types of deployments
(step and trickle).
5.1.1 Deciding when to RDn a disk
Recall that a disk’s first transition is an RDn transition.
As soon as proactive-transition-initiator observes (in a statistically accurate manner) that the AFR has decreased sufficiently, and is stable, it performs an RDn transition from the
default scheme (i.e., from Rgroup0) employed in infancy to a
more space-efficient scheme. This is the only RDn transition
in a disk’s lifetime.
5.1.2 Deciding when to RUp a disk
RUp transitions are performed either when there are too
few disks in any Rgroup such that data placement is heavily
restricted (which we term purging an Rgroup), or when there
is a rise in AFR such that the reliability constraint is (going to
be) violated. Purging an Rgroup involves RUp transitioning
all of its disks to an Rgroup with higher redundancy. This
transition isn’t an imminent threat to reliability, and therefore can be done in a relaxed manner without violating the
reliability constraint as explained in §5.3.
However, most RUp transitions in a storage cluster are
done in response to a rise in AFR. These are challenging with
respect to meeting IO constraints due to the associated risk of
violating the reliability constraints whenever the AFR rises
beyond the AFR tolerated by the redundancy scheme (termed
tolerated-AFR).
In order to be able to safely rate-limit the IO load due to
RUp transitions, PACEMAKER takes a proactive approach.
The key is in determining when to initiate a proactive RUp
transition such that the transition can be completed before
the AFR crosses the tolerated-AFR, while adhering to the IO
and the reliability constraints without compromising much
on space-savings. To do so, the proactive-transition-initiator
assumes that its transitions will proceed as per the peak-IO
constraint, which is ensured by the transition-executor. PACE MAKER ’s methodology for determining when to initiate a
3 The

AFR estimation methodology employed is detailed in [26].
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proactive RUp transition is tailored differently for trickle versus for step deployments, since they raise different challenges.
Trickle deployments. For trickle-deployed disks, PACE MAKER considers two category of disks: (1) first disks to be
deployed from any particular trickle-deployed Dgroup, and
(2) disks from that Dgroup that are deployed later.
PACEMAKER labels the first C deployed disks of a Dgroup
as canary disks, where C is a configurable, high enough number of disks to yield statistically significant AFR observations.
For example, based on our disk analyses, we observe that C in
low thousands (e.g., 3000) is sufficient. The canary disks of
any Dgroup are the first to undergo the various phases of life
for that Dgroup, and these observations are used to learn the
AFR curve for that Dgroup. The AFR value for the Dgroup at
any particular age is not known (with statistical confidence)
until all canary disks go past that age. Furthermore, due to
the trickle nature of the deployment, the canary disks would
themselves have been deployed over weeks if not months.
Thus, AFR for the canary disks can be ascertained only in
retrospect. PACEMAKER never changes the redundancy of the
canary disks to avoid them from ever violating the reliability
constraint. This does not significantly reduce space-savings,
since C is expected to be small relative to the total number of
disks of a Dgroup (usually in the tens of thousands).
The disks that are deployed later in any particular Dgroup
are easier to handle, since the Dgroup’s AFR curve would
have been learned by observing the canaries. Thus, the date
at which a disk among the later-deployed disks needs to RUp
to meet the reliability constraints is known in advance by the
proactive-transition-initiator, which it uses to issue proactive
RUp transitions.
Step deployments. Recall that in a step deployment, most
disks of a Dgroup may be deployed within a few days. So, canaries are not a good solution, as they would provide little-tono advance warning about how the AFR curve’s rises would
affect most disks.
PACEMAKER ’s approach to handling step-deployments is
based on two properties: (1) Step-deployments have a large
number of disks deployed together, leading to a statistically
accurate AFR estimation; (2) AFR curves based on a large set
of disks tend to exhibit gradual, rather than sudden, AFR increases as the disk ages (§3.2). PACEMAKER leverages these
two properties to employ a simple early warning methodology to predict a forthcoming need to RUp transition a step
well in advance. Specifically, PACEMAKER sets a threshold, termed threshold-AFR, which is a (configurable) fraction of the tolerated-AFR of the current redundancy scheme
employed. For step-deployments, when the observed AFR
crosses the threshold-AFR, the proactive-transition-initiator
initiates a proactive RUp transition.

5.2

Rgroup-planner

The Rgroup-planner’s role is to determine which Rgroup
should disks transition to. This involves making two inter-
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dependent choices: (1) the redundancy scheme to transition
into, (2) whether or not to create a new Rgroup.
Choice of the redundancy scheme. At a high level, the
Rgroup-planner first uses a set of selection criteria to arrive at
a set of viable schemes. It further narrows down the choices
by filtering out the schemes that are not worth transitioning to
when the transition IO and IO constraints are accounted for.
Selection criteria for viable schemes. Each viable redundancy scheme has to satisfy the following criteria in addition
to the reliability constraint: each scheme (1) must satisfy the
minimum number of simultaneous failures per stripe (i.e.,
n − k); (2) must not exceed the maximum allowed stripe dimension (k); (3) must have its expected failure reconstruction
IO (AFR × k × disk-capacity) be no higher than was assumed
possible for Rgroup0 (since disks in Rgroup0 are expected
to have the highest AFR); (4) must have a recovery time in
case of failure (MTTR) that does not exceed the maximum
MTTR (set by the administrator when selecting the default
redundancy scheme for Rgroup0).
Determining if a scheme is worth transitioning to. Whether
the IO cost of transitioning to a scheme is worth it or not
and what space-savings can be achieved by that transition is
a function of the number of days disks will remain in that
scheme (also known as disk-days). This, in turn, depends on
(1) when the disks enter the new scheme, and (2) how soon
disks will require another transition out of that scheme.
The time it takes for the disks to enter the new scheme is
determined by the transition IO and the rate-limit. When the
disks will transition out of the target Rgroup is dependent
on the future and can only be estimated. For this estimation,
the Rgroup-planner needs to estimate the number of days
the AFR curve will remain below the threshold that forces
a transition out. This needs different strategies for the two
deployment patterns (trickle and step).
Recall that PACEMAKER knows the AFR curve for trickledeployed disks (from the canaries) in advance. Recall that
step-deployed disks have the property that the AFR curve
learned from them is statistically robust and tends to exhibit
gradual, as opposed to sudden AFR increases. The Rgroupplanner leverages these properties to estimate the future AFR
behavior based on the recent past. Specifically, it takes the
slope of the AFR curve in the recent past4 and uses that to
project the AFR curve rise in the future.
The number of disk-days in a scheme for it to be worth
transitioning to is dictated by the IO constraints. For example,
let us consider a disk running under PACEMAKER that requires
a transition, and PACEMAKER is configured with an averageIO constraint of 1% and a peak-IO-cap of 5%. Suppose the
disk requires 1 day to complete its transition at 100% IO
bandwidth. With the current settings, PACEMAKER will only
consider an Rgroup worthy of transitioning to (assuming it is
4 PACEMAKER uses a 60 day (configurable) sliding window with an
Epanechnikov kernel, which gives more weight to AFR changes in the recent
past [21].
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allowed to use all 5% of its IO bandwidth) if at least 80 diskdays are spent after the disk entirely transitions to it (since
transitioning to it would take up to 20 days at the allowed 5%
IO bandwidth).
From among the viable schemes that are worth transitioning
to based on the IO constraints, the Rgroup-planner chooses
the one that provides the highest space-savings.
Decision on Rgroup creation. Rgroups cannot be created
arbitrarily. This is because every Rgroup adds placement
restrictions, since all chunks of a stripe have to be stored
on disks belonging to the same Rgroup. Therefore, Rgroupplanner creates a new Rgroup only when (1) the resulting
placement pool created by the new Rgroup is large enough
to overcome traditional placement restrictions such as “no
two chunks on the same rack5 ”, and (2) the space-savings
achievable by the chosen redundancy scheme is sufficiently
greater than using an existing (less-space-efficient) Rgroup.
The disk deployment pattern also affects Rgroup formation. While the rules for whether to form an Rgroup remain
the same for trickle and step-deployed disks, mixing disks
deployed differently impacts the transitioning techniques
that can be used for eventually transitioning disks out of
that Rgroup. This in turn affects how the IO constraints
are enforced. Specifically, for trickle deployments, creating
an Rgroup for each set of transitioning disks would lead to
too many small-sized Rgroups. So, for trickle-deployments,
the Rgroup-planner creates a new Rgroup for a redundancy
scheme if and only if one does not exist already. Creating
Rgroups this way will also ensure that enough disks (thousands) will go into it to satisfy placement restrictions. Mixing
disks from different trickle-deployments in the same Rgroup
does not impact the IO constraints, because PACEMAKER optimizes the transition mechanism for few disks transitioning
at a time, as is explained in §5.3. For step-deployments, due
to the large fraction of disks that undergo transition together,
having disks from multiple steps, or mixing trickle-deployed
disks within the same Rgroup, creates adverse interactions
(discussed in §5.3). Hence, the Rgroup-planner creates a new
Rgroup for each step-deployment, even if there already exists
one or more Rgroups that employ the chosen scheme. Each
such Rgroup will contain many thousands of disks to overcome traditional placement restrictions. Per-step Rgroups
also extend to the Rgroup with default redundancy schemes,
implying a per-step Rgroup0. Despite having clusters with
disk populations as high as 450K disks, PACEMAKER’s restrained Rgroup creation led to no cluster ever having more
than 10 Rgroups.
Rules for purging an Rgroup. An Rgroup may be purged
for having too few disks. This can happen when too many
of its constituent disks transition to other Rgroups, or they
fail, or they are decommissioned leading to difficulty in fulfilling placement restrictions. If the Rgroup to be purged is
5 Inter-cluster

fault tolerance remains orthogonal to and unaffected by

PACEMAKER .
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made up of trickle-deployed disks, the Rgroup-planner will
choose to RUp transition disks to an existing Rgroup with
higher redundancy while meeting the IO constraints. For
step-deployments, purging implies RUp transitioning disks
into the more-failure-tolerant RGroup (RGroup0) that may
include trickle-deployed disks.

5.3

Transition-executor

The transition-executor’s role is to determine how to transition the disks. This involves choosing (1) the most IO-efficient
technique to execute that transition, and (2) how to rate-limit
the transition at hand. Once the transition technique is chosen, the transition-executor executes the transition via the
rate-limiter as shown in Fig. 3.
Selecting the transition technique. Suppose the data
needs to be conventionally re-encoded from a kcur -of-ncur
scheme to a knew -of-nnew scheme. The IO cost of conventional re-encoding involves reading–re-encoding–writing all
the stripes whose chunks reside on each transitioning disk.
This amounts to a read IO of kcur ×disk-capacity (assuming
new
almost-full disks), and a write IO of kcur ×disk-capacity× nknew
for a total IO > 2 × kcur ×disk-capacity for each disk.
In addition to conventional re-encoding, PACEMAKER supports two new approaches to changing the redundancy scheme
for disks and selects the most efficient option for any given
transition. The best option depends on the fraction of the
Rgroup being transitioned at once.
Type 1 (Transition by emptying disks). If a small percentage
of an Rgroup’s disks are being transitioned, it is more efficient
to retain the contents of the transitioning disks in that Rgroup
rather than re-encoding. Under this technique, the data stored
on transitioning disks are simply moved (copied) to other
disks within the current Rgroup. This involves reading and
writing (elsewhere) the contents of the transitioning disks.
Thus, the IO of transitioning via Type 1 is at most 2×diskcapacity, independent of scheme parameters, and therefore at
least kcur × cheaper than conventional re-encoding.
Type 1 can be employed whenever there is sufficient free
space available to move the contents of the transitioning disks
into other disks in the current Rgroup. Once the transitioning
disks are empty, they can be removed from the current Rgroup
and added to the new Rgroup as “new” (empty) disks.
Type 2 (Bulk transition by recalculating parities). If a large
fraction of disks in an Rgroup need to transition together, it
is more efficient to transition the entire Rgroup rather than
only the disks that need a transition at that time. Most cluster
storage systems use systematic codes6 [8, 13, 14, 36], wherein
transitioning an entire Rgroup involves only calculating and
storing new parities and deleting the old parities. Specifically, the data chunks have to be only read for computing
the new parities, but they do not have to be re-written. In
contrast, if only a part of the disks are transitioned, some
6 In

systematic codes, the data chunks are stored in unencoded form. This
helps to avoid having to decode for normal (i.e., non-degraded-mode) reads.
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fraction of the data chunks also need to be re-written. Thus,
the IO cost for transitioning via Type 2 involves a read IO of
kcur
ncur ×disk-capacity, and a write IO of only the new parities,
which amounts to a total IO of

nnew −knew
knew

× nkcur
×disk-capacity
cur

for each disk in the Rgroup. This is at most 2 × nkcur
×diskcur
capacity, which makes it at least ncur × cheaper than conventional re-encoding.
Selecting the most efficient approach for a transition. For
any given transition, the transition-executor selects the most
IO-efficient of all the viable approaches. Almost always,
trickle-deployed disks use Type 1 because they transition afew-at-a-time, and step-deployed disks use Type 2 because
Rgroup-planner maintains each step in a separate Rgroup.
Choosing how to rate limit a transition. Irrespective of
the transitioning techniques, the transition-executor has to
resolve the competing concerns of maximizing space-savings
and minimizing risk of data loss via fast transitions, and minimizing foreground work interference by slowing down transitions so as to not overwhelm the foreground IO. Arbitrarily
slowing down a transition to minimize interference is only
possible when the transition is not in response to a rise in
AFR. This is because a rising AFR hints at the data being
under-protected if not transitioned to a higher redundancy
soon. In PACEMAKER, a transition without an AFR rise occurs either when disks are being RDn transitioned at the end
of infancy, or when they are being RUp transitioned because
the Rgroup they belong to is being purged. For all the other
RUp transitions, PACEMAKER carefully chooses how to rate
limit the transition.
Determining how much bandwidth to allow for a given
transition could be difficult, given that other transitions may
be in-progress already or may be initiated at any time (we do
observe concurrent transitions in our evaluations). So, to ensure that the aggregate IO of all ongoing transitions conforms
to the peak-IO-cap cluster-wide, PACEMAKER limits each
transition to the peak-IO-cap within its Rgroup. For trickledeployed disks, which share Rgroups, the rate of transition
initiations is consistently a small percentage of the shared
Rgroup, allowing disk emptying to proceed at well below the
peak-IO-cap. For step-deployed disks, this is easy for PACE MAKER , since a step only makes one transition at a time and
its IO is fully contained in its separate Rgroup. The transitionexecutor’s approach to managing peak-IO on a per-Rgroup
basis is also why the proactive-transition-initiator can safely
assume a rate-limit of the peak-IO-cap without consulting the
transition-executor. If there is a sudden AFR increase that
puts data at risk, PACEMAKER is designed to ignore its IO
constraints to continue meeting the reliability constraint—this
safety valve was never needed for any cluster evaluated.
After finalizing the transitioning technique, the transitionexecutor performs the necessary IO for transitioning disks
(read, writes, parity recalculation, etc.). We find that the
components required for the transition-executor are already
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Figure 4: PACEMAKER-enhanced HDFS architecture.

present and adequately modular in existing distributed storage
systems. In §6, we show how we implement PACEMAKER in
HDFS with minimal effort.
Note that this design is for the common case where storage
clusters are designed for a single dedicated storage service.
Multiple distinct distributed storage services independently
using the same underlying devices would need to coordinate
their use of bandwidth (for their non-transition related load as
well) in some way, which is outside the scope of this paper.

6

Implementation of PACEMAKER in HDFS

We have implemented a prototype of PACEMAKER for
the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) [56]. HDFS is
a popular open source distributed file system, widely employed in the industry for storing large volumes of data.
We use HDFS v3.2.0, which natively supports erasure coding. Prototype of HDFS with Pacemaker is open-sourced
and is available at https://github.com/thesys-lab/
pacemaker-hdfs.git.
Background on HDFS architecture. HDFS has a central
metadata server called Namenode (NN, akin to the master
node) and a collection of servers containing the data stored in
the file system, called Datanodes (DN, akin to worker nodes).
Clients interact with the NN only to perform operations on file
metadata (containing a collection of the DNs that store the file
data). Clients directly request the data from the DNs. Each
DN stores data on its local drives using a local file system.
Realizing Rgroups in HDFS. This design makes a simplifying assumption that all disks belonging to a DN are of the
same Dgroup and are deployed together (this could be relaxed
easily). Under this simplifying assumption, conceptually, an
Rgroup would consist of a set of DNs that need to be managed
independent of other such sets of DNs as shown in Fig 4.
The NN maintains a DatanodeManager (DNMgr), which is
a gateway for the NN to interact with the DNs. The DNMgr
maintains a list of the DNs, along with their usage statistics.
The DNMgr also contains a HeartBeatManager (HrtBtMgr)
which handles the periodic keepalive heartbeats from DNs. A
natural mechanism to realize Rgroups in HDFS is to have one
DNMgr per Rgroup. Note that the sets of DNs belonging to
the different DNMgrs are mutually exclusive. Implementing
Rgroups with multiple DNMgrs has several advantages.
Right level of control and view of the system. Since the
DNMgr resides below the block layer, when the data needs to
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be moved for redundancy adaptations, the logical view of the
file remains unaffected. Only the mapping from HDFS blocks
to DNs gets updated in the inode. The statistics maintained
by the DNMgr can be used to balance load across Rgroups.
Minimizing changes to the HDFS architecture and maximizing re-purposing of existing HDFS mechanisms. This design
obviates the need to change HDFS’s block placement policy,
since it is implemented at the DNMgr level. Block placement policies are notoriously hard to get right. Moreover,
block placement decisions are affected by fault domains and
network topologies, both of which are orthogonal to PACE MAKER ’s goals, and thus best left untouched. Likewise, the
code for reconstruction of data from a failed DN need not be
touched, since all of the reads (to reconstruct each lost chunk)
and writes (to store it somewhere else) will occur within the
set of nodes managed by its DNMgr. Existing mechanisms
for adding / decommissioning nodes managed by the DNMgr can be re-purposed to implement PACEMAKER’s Type 1
transitions (described below).
Cost of maintaining multiple DNMgrs is small. Each DNMgr maintains two threads: a HrtBtMgr and a DNAdminMgr.
The former tracks and handles heartbeats from each DN, and
the latter monitors the DNs for performing decommissioning
and maintenance. The number of DNMgr threads in the NN
will increase from two to 2× the number of Rgroups. Fortunately, even for large clusters, we observe that the number
of Rgroups would not exceed the low tens (§7.4). The NN
is usually a high-end server compared to the DNs, and an
additional tens of threads shouldn’t affect performance.
Rgroup transitions in HDFS. An important part of PACE MAKER functionality is transitioning DNs between Rgroups.
Recall from §5.3 that one of PACEMAKER’s preferred way of
transitioning disks across Rgroups is by emptying the disks.
In HDFS, the planned removal of a DN from a HDFS cluster
is called decommissioning. PACEMAKER re-uses decommissioning to remove a DN from the set of DNs managed by
one DNMgr and then adds it to the set managed by another,
effectively transitioning a DN from one Rgroup to another.
PACEMAKER does not change the file manipulation API
or client access paths. But, there is one corner-case related
to transitions when file reads can be affected internally. To
read a file, a client queries the NN for the inode and caches it.
Subsequently, the reads are performed directly from the client
to the DN. If the DN transitions to another Rgroup while the
file is still being read, the HDFS client may find that that DN
no longer has the requested data. But, because this design uses
existing HDFS decommissioning for transitions, the client
software knows to react by re-requesting the updated inode
from the NN and resuming the read.

7

Evaluation

PACEMAKER -enabled disk-adaptive redundancy using is
evaluated on production logs from four large-scale real-world
storage clusters, each with hundreds of thousands of disks.
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(a) Redundancy management IO due to PACEMAKER over its 2.5+ year lifetime broken down by IO type. This identical to
Fig. 1b with the left Y axis only going to 20% to show the detailed IO activity happening in the cluster.
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(c) Space-savings due to PACEMAKER. Each colored region represents the fraction of cluster capacity that is using a
particular redundancy scheme. 6-of-9 is the default redundancy scheme (Rgroup0’s).
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(d) G-2 (trickle) AFR curve

Figure 5: Detailed IO analysis and space savings achieved by PACEMAKER-enabled adaptive redundancy on Google Cluster1.

We also experiment with a proof-of-concept HDFS implementation on a smaller sized cluster. This evaluation has four
primary takeaways: (1) PACEMAKER eliminates transition
overload, never using more than 5% of cluster IO bandwidth
(0.2–0.4% on average) and always meets target MTTDL, in
stark contrast to prior work approaches that do not account
for transition IO load; (2) PACEMAKER provides more than
97% of idealized-potential space-savings, despite being proactive, reducing disk capacity needed by 14–20% compared to
one-size-fits-all; (3) PACEMAKER’s behavior is not overly
sensitive across a range of values for its configurable parameters; (4) PACEMAKER copes well with the real-world AFR
characteristics explained in §3.2. For example, it successfully combines the “multiple useful life phases” observation
with efficient transitioning schemes. This evaluation also
shows PACEMAKER in action by measuring disk-adaptive
redundancy in PACEMAKER-enhanced HDFS.
Evaluation methodology. PACEMAKER is simulated
chronologically for each of the four cluster logs described
in §3: three clusters from Google and one from Backblaze.
For each simulated date, the simulator changes the cluster
composition according to the disk additions, failures and decommissioning events in the log. PACEMAKER is provided
the log information, as though it were being captured live in
the cluster. IO bandwidth needed for each day’s redundancy
management is computed as the sum of IO for failure reconstruction and transition IO requested by PACEMAKER, and is
reported as a fraction of the configured cluster IO bandwidth
(100MB/sec per disk, by default).
PACEMAKER was configured to use a peak-IO-cap of 5%,
an average-IO constraint of 1% and a threshold-AFR of 75%
of the tolerated-AFR, except for the sensitivity studies in
§7.3. For comparison, we also simulate (1) an idealized
disk-adaptive redundancy system in which transitions are in-
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stantaneous (requiring no IO) and (2) the prior state-of-the-art
approach (HeART) for disk-adaptive redundancy. For all
cases, Rgroup0 uses 6-of-9, representing a one-size-fits-all
scheme reported in prior literature [13]. The required target
MTTDL is then back-calculated using the 6-of-9 default and
an assumed tolerated-AFR of 16% for Rgroup0. These configuration defaults were set by consulting storage administrators
of clusters we evaluated.

7.1

PACEMAKER on Google Cluster1 in-depth
Fig. 5a shows the IO generated by PACEMAKER (and disk
count) over the ≈3-year lifetime of Google Cluster1. Over
time, the cluster grew to over 350K disks comprising of disks
from 7 makes/models (Dgroups) via a mix of trickle and step
deployments. Fig. 5b and Fig. 5d show AFR curves of 2 of
the 7 Dgroups (obfuscated as G-1 and G-2 for confidentiality)
along with how PACEMAKER adapted to them at each age.
G-1 disks are trickle-deployed whereas G-2 disks are stepdeployed. The other 5 Dgroups are omitted due to lack of
space. Fig. 5c shows the corresponding space-savings (the
white space above the colors).
All disks enter the cluster as unspecialized disks, i.e.
Rgroup0 (dark gray region in the Fig. 5a and left gray region of Figs. 5b and 5d). Once a Dgroup’s AFR reduces
sufficiently, PACEMAKER RDn transitions them to a specialized Rgroup (light gray area in Fig. 5a). Over their lifetime,
disks may transition through multiple RUp transitions over
the multiple useful life phases. Each transition requires IO,
which is captured in blue in Fig. 5a. For example, the sudden drop in the unspecialized disks, and the blue area around
2018-04 captures the Type 2 transitions caused when over
100K disks RDn transition from Rgroup0 to a specialized
Rgroup. The light gray region in Fig. 5a corresponds to the
time over which space-savings are obtained, which can be
seen in Fig. 5c.
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Figure 6: Top two rows show the IO overhead comparison between prior adaptive redundancy system (HeART) and PACEMAKER on two
Google clusters and one Backblaze cluster. PACEMAKER successfully bounds all IO under 5% (visible as tiny blue regions in middle graphs,
for e.g. around 2017 in (a)). The bottom row shows the 14–20% average space-savings achieved by PACEMAKER across the three clusters.

Many transitions with no transition overload. PACE successfully bounds all redundancy management IO
comfortably under the configured peak-IO-cap throughout the
cluster’s lifetime. This can be seen via an imaginary horizontal line at 5% (the configured peak-IO-cap) that none of the
blue regions goes above. Recall that PACEMAKER rate-limits
the IO within each Rgroup to ensure simultaneous transitions
do not violate the cluster’s IO cap. Events G-1eA and G-2eA
are examples of events where both G-1 and G-2 disks (making
up almost 100% of the cluster at that time) request transitions
at the same time. Despite that, the IO remains bounded below
5%. G-3eC and G-6eB also show huge disk populations of
G-3 and G-6 Dgroups (AFRs not shown) requesting almost
simultaneous RUp transitions, but PACEMAKER’s design ensures that the peak-IO constraint is never violated. This is
in sharp contrast with HeART’s frequent transition overload,
shown in Fig. 1a.
Disks experience multiple useful life phases. G-1, G-3,
G-6 and G-7 disks experience two phases of useful life each.
In Fig. 5a, events G-1eA and G-1eB mark the two transitions
of G-1 disks through its multiple useful lives as shown in
Fig. 5b. In the absence of multiple useful life phases, PACE MAKER would have RUp transitioned G-1 disks to Rgroup0
in 2019-05, eliminating space-savings for the remainder of
their time in the cluster. §7.3 quantifies the benefit of multiple
useful life phases for all four clusters.
MTTDL always at or above target. Along with the AFR
curves, Figs. 5b and 5d also show the upper bound on the AFR
for which the reliability constraint is met (top of the gray region). PACEMAKER sufficiently protects all disks throughout
their life for all Dgroups across evaluated clusters.
Substantial space-savings. PACEMAKER provides 14%
average space-savings (Fig. 5c) over the cluster lifetime to
date. Except for 2017-01 to 2017-05 and 2017-11 to 2018-03,
which correspond to infancy periods for large batches of new
empty disks added to the cluster, the entire cluster achieves
≈20% space-savings. Note that the apparent reduction in
space-savings from 2017-11 to 2018-03 isn’t actually reduced
space in absolute terms. Since Fig. 5c shows relative spacesavings, the over 100K disks deployed around 2017-11, and
MAKER
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their infancy period makes the space-savings appear reduced
relative to the size of the cluster.

7.2

PACEMAKER on the other three clusters
Fig. 6 compares the transition IO incurred by PACEMAKER
to that for HeART [27] for Google Cluster2, Google Cluster3
and Backblaze, along with the corresponding space-savings
achieved by PACEMAKER. While clusters using HeART
would suffer transition overload, the same clusters under
PACEMAKER always had all their transition IO under the peakIO-cap of 5%. In fact, on average, only 0.21–0.32% percent
of the cluster IO bandwidth was used for transitions. The
average space-savings for the three clusters are 14–20%.
Google Cluster2. Fig. 6a shows the transition overload
and space-savings in Google Cluster2 and the corresponding
space-savings. All Dgroups in Google Cluster2 are stepdeployed. Thus, it is not surprising that Fig. 7c shows that
over 98% of the transitions in Cluster2 were Type 2 transitions
(bulk parity recalculation). Cluster2’s disk population exceeds
450K disks. Even at such large scales, PACEMAKER obtains
average space-savings of almost 17% and peak space-savings
of over 25%. This translates to needing 100K fewer disks.
Google Cluster3. Google Cluster3 (Fig. 6b) is not as large
as Cluster1 or Cluster2. At its peak, Cluster3 has a disk population of approximately 200K disks. But, it achieves the
highest average space-savings (20%) among clusters evaluated. Like Cluster2, Cluster3 is also mostly step-deployed.
Backblaze Cluster. Backblaze (Fig. 6c) is a completely
trickle-deployed cluster. The dark grey region across the
bottom of Fig. 6c’s PACEMAKER plot shows the persistent
presence of canary disks throughout the cluster’s lifetime. Unlike the Google clusters, the transition IO of Backblaze does
not produce bursts of transition IO that lasts for weeks. Instead, since trickle-deployed disks transition a-few-at-a-time,
we see transition work appearing continuously throughout
the cluster lifetime of over 6 years. The rise in the transition
IO spikes in 2019, for HeART, is because of large capacity 12TB disks replacing 4TB disks. Unsurprisingly, under
PACEMAKER , most of the transitions are done using Type 1
(transitioning by emptying disks) as shown in Fig. 7c. The
average space-savings obtained on Backblaze are 14%.
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Figure 7: (a) shows PACEMAKER’s sensitivity to the peak IO bandwidth constraint. (b) shows the advantage of multiple useful life phases and
(c) shows the contribution of the two transitioning techniques when PACEMAKER was simulated on the four production clusters.

7.3

Sensitivity analyses and ablation studies

Sensitivity to IO constraints. The peak-IO constraint governs Fig. 7a, which shows the percentages of optimal spacesavings achieved with PACEMAKER for peak-IO-cap settings
between 1.5% and 7.5%. A peak-IO-cap of up to 7.5% is used
in order to compare with the IO percentage spent for existing
background IO activity, such as scrubbing. By scrubbing all
data once every 15 days [5], the scrubber uses around 7% IO
bandwidth, and is a background work IO level tolerated by
today’s clusters.
The Y-axis captures how close the space-savings are for
the different peak-IO-caps compared to “Optimal savings”,
i.e. an idealized system with infinitely fast transitions. PACE MAKER ’s default peak-IO-cap (5%) achieves over 97% of
the optimal space-savings for each of the four clusters. For
peak-IO constraint set to <=2.5%, some RUp transitions in
Google Cluster1 and Cluster2 become too aggressively ratelimited causing a subsequent AFR rise to violate the peak-IO
constraints. We indicate this as a failure, and show it as "∅".
The same situation happens for Google Cluster1 at 3.5%.
Sensitivity to threshold-AFR. The threshold-AFR determines when proactive RUp transitions of step-deployed disks
are initiated. Conceptually, the threshold-AFR governs how
risk-averse the admin wants to be. Lowering the threshold
would trigger an RUp transition when disks are farther away
from the tolerated-AFR (more risk-averse), and vice-versa.
We evaluated PACEMAKER for threshold-AFRs of 60%, 75%
and 90% of the respective Rgroups’ tolerated-AFRs. We
found that PACEMAKER’s space-savings is not very sensitive
to threshold-AFR, with space-savings only 2% lower at 60%
than at 90%. Data remained safe at each of these settings, but
would become unsafe with higher values.
Contribution of multiple useful life phases. Fig. 7b compares the increased number of disk-days spent in specialized
Rgroups because of considering multiple useful life phases.
In the best case, Google Cluster2 spent 33% more disk-days
in specialized redundancy, increasing overall space-savings
from 16% to 19%. Note that in large-scale storage clusters,
even 1% space-savings are considered substantial as it represents thousands of disks.
Contribution of transition types. By proactively keeping
step-deployed disks in distinct Rgroups and using specialized
transitioning schemes whenever possible, instead of using
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simple re-encoding for all transitions, PACEMAKER reduces
total transition IO by 92–96% for the four clusters. Fig. 7c
shows what percentage of transitions were done via Type 1
(disk emptying) vs. Type 2 (bulk parity recalculation). As
expected, Google clusters rely more on Type 2 transitions,
because most disks are step-deployed. In contrast, the Backblaze cluster is entirely trickle-deployed and hence mostly
uses Type 1 transitions. The small percentage of Type 2
transitions in Backblaze occur when Rgroups are purged.

7.4

Evaluating HDFS + PACEMAKER

This section describes basic experiments with the
PACEMAKER-enabled HDFS, focusing on its functioning and
operation. Note that PACEMAKER is designed for longitudinal

disk deployments over several years, a scenario that cannot
be reproduced identically in laboratory settings. Hence, these
HDFS experiments are aimed to display that integrating PACE MAKER with an existing storage system is straightforward,
rather than on the long-term aspects like overall space-savings
or transition IO behavior over cluster lifetime as evaluated via
simulation above.
The HDFS experiments run on a PRObE Emulab cluster [16]. Each machine has a Dual-Core AMD Opteron Processor, 16GB RAM, and Gigabit Ethernet. We use a 21-node
cluster running HDFS 3.2.0 with one NN and 20 DNs. Each
DN has a 10GB partition on a 10000 RPM HDD for a total
cluster size of 200GB. We statically define the cluster to
be made up of two Rgroups of ten DNs each, one using the
6-of-9 erasure coding scheme and the other using a 7-of-10
scheme. DFS-perf [19], a popular open-source HDFS benchmark is used, after populating the cluster to 60% full. Each
DFS-perf client sequentially reads one file over and over again
(size=768MB), for a total read size of about 1.75TB over 40
iterations. We use 60 DFS-perf clients, running on 20 nodes
separate from the HDFS cluster.
We focus on the behavior of a DN as it transitions between
Rgroups, compared with baseline HDFS performance (where
all DNs are healthy) and its behavior while recovering from a
failed DN. Fig. 8 shows the client throughput after the setup
phase, followed by a noticeable drop in client throughput
when a DN fails (emuated by stopping the DN). This is
caused by the reconstruction IO that recreates the data from
the failed node. Read latency exhibits similar behavior (not
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shown due to space). Eventually, throughput settles at about
5% lower than prior to failure, since now there are 19 DNs.
Fig. 8 also shows client throughput when a node is RDn
transitioned from 6-of-9 to 7-of-10. There is minor interference during the transition, which can be attributed to the data
movement that HDFS performs as a part of decommissioning.
The transition requires less work than failed node reconstruction, yet takes longer to complete because PACEMAKER limits
the transition IO. Eventually, even though 20 DNs are running, the throughput is lower by ≈5% (one DN’s throughput).
This happens because PACEMAKER empties the DN before it
moves into the new Rgroup, and load-balancing data to newly
added DNs happens over a longer time-frame. Experiments
with RUp transition showed similar results.

32, 40, 41, 49–51, 55]. There are also studies that predict
disk failures [2, 20, 33, 37, 58, 61, 68], which can enhance any
storage fault-tolerance approach.
While several works have considered the problem of designing erasure codes that allow transitions using less resources,
existing solutions are limited to specific kinds of transitions
and hence are not applicable in general. The case of adding
parity chunks while keeping the number of data chunks fixed
can be viewed [35, 45, 47] as the well-studied reconstruction
problem, and hence the codes designed for optimal reconstruction (e.g., [10, 18, 39, 46, 47, 60]) would lead to improved
resource usage for this case. Several works have studied the
case where the number of data nodes increases while the number of parity nodes remains fixed [23, 42, 64, 66, 69]. In [65],
the authors propose two erasure codes designed to undergo a
specific transition in parameters. In [34], the authors propose
a general theoretical framework for studying codes that enable
efficient transitions for general parameters, and derive lower
bounds on the cost of transitions as well as describe optimal
code constructions for certain specific parameters. However,
none of the existing code constructions are applicable for the
diverse set of transitions needed for disk-adaptive redundancy
in real-world storage clusters.

Baseline

400 600 800
0 200 400 600 800
Time (sec)
Time (sec)
Figure 8: DFS-perf reported throughput for baseline, with one DN
failure and one Rgroup transition.

Related work

The closest related work [27] proposes a redundancy adaptation tool called HeART that categorizes disks into groups
and suggests a tailored redundancy scheme for each during its
useful life period. As discussed earlier, while [27] showcased
potential space-savings, it ignored transition overload and
hence is made impractical (Fig. 1a). PACEMAKER eliminates
transition overload by employing IO constraints (specifically
the peak-IO and average-IO constraints) that cap the transition IO to a tiny fraction cluster bandwidth. While HeART
was evaluated only for the trickle-deployed Backblaze cluster,
our evaluation of PACEMAKER for Google storage clusters
exposes the unique challenges of step-deployed clusters. Several design elements were added to PACEMAKER to address
the challenges posed by step-deployed disks.
Various systems include support for multiple redundancy
schemes, allowing different schemes to be used for different
data [12, 14]. Tools have been created for deciding, on a perdata basis, which scheme to use [59, 65]. Keeton et al. [28]
describe a tool that automatically provides disaster-resistant
solutions based on budget and failure models. PACEMAKER
differs from such systems by focusing on efficiently adapting
redundancy to different and time-varying AFRs of disks.
Reducing the impact of background IO, such as for data
scrubbing, on foreground IO is a common research theme. [1,
3, 30, 31, 38, 53]. PACEMAKER converts otherwise-urgent
bursts of transition IO into proactive background IO, which
could then benefit from these works.
Disk reliability has been well studied, including evidence
of failure rates being make/model dependent [5, 11, 22, 25,
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Conclusion

PACEMAKER orchestrates disk-adaptive redundancy without transition overload, allowing use in real-world clusters.
By proactively arranging data layouts and initiating transitions, PACEMAKER reduces total transition IO allowing it to
be rate-limited. Its design integrates cleanly into existing scalable storage implementations, such as HDFS. Analysis for 4
large real-world storage clusters from Google and Backblaze
show 14–20% average space-savings while transition IO is
kept small (<0.4% on average) and bounded (e.g., <5%).
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